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In perfect sanity there is no disillusion of things going wrong,
Where the perfect righteous outcome is sequentially becoming long;
Living and breathing to supply a world full of peace,
Sweet loving kindness for perfection where all war will cease.

  

A life where killing and anger both die to themselves,
A place where eternity is for heaven and earth, book shelves;
When time really matter as much as you have money to spend,
And live is for living and giving back to someone as a friend.

  

People reflect on reality and try and realize what is right,
And it is in this very vain of thinking that I try and link and write;
Perfect sanity is a way of accomplishing this and having it on your mind,
That you can understand how people reflect and in perfect sanity be kind.

  

Imperfection is insanity and to try and reverse things is going backwards,
So with truth in a positive direction you can advance continue up the track;
With the problem of doing things wrong it takes time to fix them right,
To get them done again and teach and learn to get and in turn write.

  

Perfect sanity is an ideal situation we all hope will continue all the time,
But until you learn to get it right first time, the second times in rhyme;
Then you and I will know whether we can or have got it all right,
As in writing this and reading it we will know if we have true sight.

  

Wait if you must to stop from going the wrong way, as mistakes hurt,
And getting things wrong all the time is really not the right way to go;
For perfect sanity is a way of accomplishing this and having it on your mind,
That you can understand how people reflect and in perfect sanity be kind.

  

Imperfection is insanity and to try and reverse things is going backwards,
So with truth in a positive direction you can advance continue up the track;
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With the problem of doing things wrong, it takes time to fix them right,
To get them done again and teach and learn to get it and in turn write.

  

Perfect sanity is an ideal situation we all hope will continue all the time,
But until you learn to get it right first time, the second times in rhyme;
Then you and I will know whether we can or have got it all right,
As in writing this and reading it we will know if we have true sight,

  

Wait if you must to stop from going the wrong way, as mistakes hurt,
And getting things wrong all the time is really not the right way to go;
For perfect sanity is a perfect reality and this I really love very much,
But if it is not you're cup of tea, then maybe you can have coffee as such.

  

Signed,

  

Breakfast, lunch and dinner
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